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Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter is a straightforward Windows utility designed to convert Microsoft Word files (DOC, DOCX) into PDF documents. It gets the job done fast and lets users configure some PDF settings. Fast setup and user-friendly GUI Installing the program is a quick and simple task. The main app window has a regular layout and does not contain any visually striking elements. Files
can be added to the task list with the help of the file browser, folder view or drag-and-drop support. Batch processing is possible, which means that you can work with multiple items at once to reduce overall job duration. Configure output settings It is possible to point out the saving directory and ask the tool to open it on task completion, create PDFs by default, image or text mode, deliver each page to
a single PDF file, modify the page margins, as well as set a PDF password and assign permissions. Evaluation and conclusion The app is very light when it comes to CPU and memory, so it does not hog system resources. Tasks are carried out rapidly, and Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter does not trigger Windows to freeze, crash or pop up error messages. Unfortunately, no recent updates have been
made, and its price is too high. Read Review. Download Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter. (Freeware) Free Document Converter is a command-line application designed to convert Word files to PDF, EPUB, Kindle, HTML, Text (TXT), TXTZ, EPUBZ, Kindle MOBI, MOBI, PDF, LIT, MOZPDF, MOZPDF, TXT, PPT, PPTX, HTML, TEXT, XML, or AVI files. A convenient way to convert files in
batch is also available, and the app's installation is free. The product is easy to use. Just drag-and-drop files into the application window, specify the target format and click on Convert. The operation is then carried out quickly and efficiently. Some command-line parameters can be configured by users in the Settings tab, while batch conversion is handled from the Convert tab. Evaluation and conclusion
The program is a good tool for converting large numbers of documents into different formats in a single run. Free Document Converter's interface is not the best, but it provides users with the desired functionality. The utility is stable,
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Macro recorder. Provides an easy way to record, edit and use macros. Keymacro is the only Macro recorder which can run Macros by double click, any file including html. With keymacro, you can easy create a macro to help you make files and photos. This video shows you step by step how to edit a macro. Keymacro also supports auto run function. So you can set a macro to run by your own setting.
Keymacro is easy to install and use, does not take up much space, it can be your assistant. Keymacro's target audience: 1. Everyone who want to make some useful macros. 2. Everyone who want to record the keyboard typing. Keymacro's Functions: 1. Record keyboard pressing. 2. Enable/disable macro record. 3. Enable/disable auto run macro. 4. Enable/disable enable hotkey. 5. Keymacro's easy to use
interface. 6. Keymacro's record input and output format. Keymacro's Features: 1. Store macro in binary files. 2. Batch mode macro record. 3. Macros can be edit by double click, any file including html. 4. Run by double click, any file including html. 5. Edit in advance when record macro. 6. Keymacro can show all the keyboard pressing in time. 7. Edit in advance or not edit. 8. Run in background when
not used. 9. Able to store macros to subdirectories. 10. Able to move macros from one directory to another. 11. Able to run each file of macros in a batch. 12. Able to run auto run function by setting a hotkey. Keymacro's target audience: 1. Anyone who want to make some useful macros. 2. Anyone who want to record the keyboard typing. Keymacro's functions: 1. Record keyboard pressing. 2.
Enable/disable macro record. 3. Enable/disable auto run macro. 4. Enable/disable enable hotkey. 5. Keymacro's easy to use interface. 6. Keymacro's record input and output format. Keymacro's Features: 1. Store macro in binary files. 2. Batch mode macro record. 3. Macros can be edit by double click, 1d6a3396d6
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Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter is a straightforward Windows utility designed to convert Microsoft Word files (DOC, DOCX) into PDF documents. It gets the job done fast and lets users configure some PDF settings. Fast setup and user-friendly GUI Installing the program is a quick and simple task. The main app window has a regular layout and does not contain any visually striking elements. Files
can be added to the task list with the help of the file browser, folder view or drag-and-drop support. Batch processing is possible, which means that you can work with multiple items at once to reduce overall job duration. Configure output settings It is possible to point out the saving directory and ask the tool to open it on task completion, create PDFs by default, image or text mode, deliver each page to
a single PDF file, modify the page margins, as well as set a PDF password and assign permissions. Evaluation and conclusion The app is very light when it comes to CPU and memory, so it does not hog system resources. Tasks are carried out rapidly, and Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter does not trigger Windows to freeze, crash or pop up error messages. Unfortunately, no recent updates have been
made, and its price is too high. Read More Details » Ajay Karia's score: 0 Verdict Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter is a straightforward Windows utility designed to convert Microsoft Word files (DOC, DOCX) into PDF documents. It gets the job done fast and lets users configure some PDF settings. Fast setup and user-friendly GUI Installing the program is a quick and simple task. The main app
window has a regular layout and does not contain any visually striking elements. Files can be added to the task list with the help of the file browser, folder view or drag-and-drop support. Batch processing is possible, which means that you can work with multiple items at once to reduce overall job duration. Configure output settings It is possible to point out the saving directory and ask the tool to open it
on task completion, create PDFs by default, image or text mode, deliver each page to a single PDF file, modify the page margins, as well as set a PDF password and assign permissions. Evaluation and conclusion The app is very light when it comes to CPU and memory, so it does not hog
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Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter is a straightforward Windows utility designed to convert Microsoft Word files (DOC, DOCX) into PDF documents. It gets the job done fast and lets users configure some PDF settings. Fast setup and user-friendly GUI Installing the program is a quick and simple task. The main app window has a regular layout and does not contain any visually striking elements. Files
can be added to the task list with the help of the file browser, folder view or drag-and-drop support. Batch processing is possible, which means that you can work with multiple items at once to reduce overall job duration. Configure output settings It is possible to point out the saving directory and ask the tool to open it on task completion, create PDFs by default, image or text mode, deliver each page to
a single PDF file, modify the page margins, as well as set a PDF password and assign permissions. Evaluation and conclusion The app is very light when it comes to CPU and memory, so it does not hog system resources. Tasks are carried out rapidly, and Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter does not trigger Windows to freeze, crash or pop up error messages. Unfortunately, no recent updates have been
made, and its price is too high. Evaluation and conclusion The app is very light when it comes to CPU and memory, so it does not hog system resources. Tasks are carried out rapidly, and Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter does not trigger Windows to freeze, crash or pop up error messages. Unfortunately, no recent updates have been made, and its price is too high. Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter
Features: Convert DOC files into PDF format User-friendly interface Save the files with a password Free of charge Okdo Doc Docx to Pdf Converter for Mac is a straightforward utility designed to convert Microsoft Word files (DOC, DOCX) into PDF documents. It gets the job done fast and lets users configure some PDF settings. Fast setup and user-friendly GUI Installing the program is a quick and
simple task. The main app window has a regular layout and does not contain any visually striking elements. Files can be added to the task list with the help of the file browser, folder view or drag-and-drop support. Batch processing is possible, which means that you can work with multiple items at once to reduce overall job duration. Configure output settings It is possible to point out the saving directory
and ask the tool to open it on task completion, create PDFs by default, image or text mode, deliver each page to a single PDF file, modify the page margins, as well as set a PDF password and assign permissions. Evaluation and conclusion The app is very light when it comes to CPU and memory,
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System Requirements For Okdo Doc Docx To Pdf Converter:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8 Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual Core CPU Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: 1 GB RAM Storage: 20 GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c Recommended: Processor: 2.0 GHz Quad Core CPU Memory: 2 GB RAM The system requirements above
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